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Abstract. Agents perform tasks to maximize their benefits. There are several in-
stances where the agent can not perform a task individually. In these situations,
agents need to cooperate and coordinate with other agents effectively and effi-
ciently to maximize their benefits in a limited time. In several domains, we can
analyze the behavior of successful agents and the way they interact with other
agents forming strong communities or coalitions. This knowledge can be used
by a new or unsuccessful agent to collaborate with other agents that gives max-
imum benefit under strict time constraints. This paper proposes a generic proce-
dure for extracting these hidden communities that can be used by the agents in a
productive manner. We tested the framework on robosoccer simulation environ-
ment and our experiments indeed show drastic increase in both agent and team
performance.

1 Introduction

A multi-agent system consists of a number of autonomous homogeneous or heteroge-
neous agents which interact with each other to achieve a common goal or to maximize
their own benefit. The agents in a multi-agent system perform activities. An activity can
be a simple task that can be done by a single agent or it can be a complex task involv-
ing two or more agents. A multi-agent system has the perspective at macroscopic level
and at microscopic level. At macroscopic level, issues such as starvation or overload-
ing agents with many tasks are addressed. Whereas at microscopic level, issues such as
agent’s local decision making and increasing the agent’s profit are discussed.

In this paper, we present, how to use the history of the system to extract hidden and
non-overlapping agent communities of various strengths based on both agent capabil-
ities and their interactions. The hidden agent communities can be used by a new or
less successful agent to participate in a specific community with agents having simi-
lar/complementary capabilities and behavior for improving its performance.

1.1 Related Work

To improve the performance of the agent and multi-agent system, considerable amount
of work has gone in forming appropriate coalitions [7, 1] based on the environment,
set of tasks to be achieved and agent capabilities with reasonable time consumption.
Modeling of the agent communities by grouping the agents with similar objectives is
discussed in [8, 2]. Extracting reputation of agents in the electronic communities using
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only local information without relying on feedback in [3]. Improving agent’s decision
making using coordination graphs via a context-specific decomposition of the problem
into smaller sub-problems is demonstrated in [5]. Using the history (logfile), behav-
ior patterns of an individual agent with the help of self-organizing maps (SOMs) is
addressed in [9]. We also used the history, to obtain behavior patterns for a group of
agents (team) by extracting communities using reputation of agents and interactions
among the agents for improving both the agent and the team performance.

1.2 Motivation

In many real world domains, there are several restrictions on the system like incomplete
information about environment and restrictions on the agents like limited thinking time,
resource constraints, etc. Agents need to be more reactive in these kind of situations.
For example, consider the role of a coach in robosoccer simulation environment. The
coach needs to form the best team and guide the players. Best team need not be the one
having players with maximum individual capabilities. The way the players cooperate in
achieving the goals, play a vital role in the formation of best team. These interactions
can only be studied by analyzing the previous matches of the players. This analysis also
helps in guiding the players in achieving their goals. Extracted knowledge can be used
by the agent in taking better possible actions within strict time constraints. For example,
in robosoccer, the thinking time for an agent is limited. Consider the case, where the
agent wants to pass the ball to one of its teammates and there is no time for choosing
the best teammate. If the agent has knowledge through the discovered agent community
about a particular teammate who is good at receiving the ball in that situation, then the
agent can safely pass to that teammate instead of passing to some random agent.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:

– Extraction of hidden agent communities for an activity,
– Ranking of the extracted communities,
– Extraction of grand communities (community consisting of agents which can per-

form many of the activities),
– Best fit community for any new agent,
– Selection of top ’k’ agents in a system for an activity or set of activities, and
– Identification of drag-agents in a community.

The paper is organized as follows. The problem and our assumptions are stated
in section 2. In subsections 2.1 to 2.6, we illustrate, how to achieve the above men-
tioned contributions. Robosoccer simulation environment, for validating our approach
is briefly described in section 3. The results obtained and their analysis are presented in
section 3.3. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 4.

2 Problem Statement

Let A = {A1, A2, ...An} be the set of agents and Act = {act1, act2, ...actm} be the
possible activities executed by them in the multi-agent system. Let S = {S1, S2, ...Sp}
be the sessions of the system. Sessions can be static or dynamic, complete or incom-
plete. A session can be of fixed or varied time intervals. In robosoccer, a session can be a
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match between the teams. Given the history, the problem is how to extract hidden agent
communities for helping a new or unsuccessful agent in improving its performance.

We assume that the agents goals remain constant across all sessions. We find com-
munities among the common set of agents across all sessions.

2.1 Extraction of Hidden Communities

Graphs are used to model the agent interactions and its capabilities. Since any activity
is a series of interactions in some specific order, an activity is modeled as a graph.
Let DG

Sj

acti
(A, E) be a directed graph (a forest of directed graphs) for an activity acti

during the session Sj . The nodes of the graph represents agents A and any directed
edge Ap→Aq in E represents an interaction between the agents Ap and Aq . We call
this directed graph as activity graph. Let epq ,spq,fpq be the total number of interactions,
successful interactions and failed interactions respectively among the agents Ap and Aq .
The weight of any edge Ap→Aq gives the strength of interaction between the agents
Ap and Aq , given by

wpq =
spq

epq
, 0 ≤ wpq ≤ 1

If all the interactions required to fulfill the activity among the agents are successful,
then the activity is considered as success at that instant during the session. For example,
agents Ap,Aq,Ar can complete activity Actk if they interact in the order given in the
Figure 1. Suppose, they got 2 chances to perform Actk during the session. Actk failed
in the first chance because of failed interaction between Aq and Ar. In the second
chance, they fulfilled Actk. The corresponding successful interactions and the weights
they obtained are shown in the Figure 1.

Act k

Wqr= 0.5

Spq= 2

Wpq= 1

= 1Sqr

Aq ArAp
S F

Aq ArAp
S S

F

S

Fig. 1. Success or Failure of Activity Actk

Generation of Final Activity graph. Final activity graph for an activity is generated
by merging all the activity graphs of successful sessions. A session is successful for
an activity, if the success rate of the interactions is above some specified threshold. In
robosoccer, a successful session can be registering a win in the match. A session Sj for
an activity acti is successful if it satisfies

∑

∀Ap→ Aq

spq

∑

∀Ap→ Aq

epq

> λi, Ap, Aq ∈ DG
Sj

acti
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where λi is the minimum confidence decided by the user for an activity acti. In ro-
bosoccer λi=0 implies, considering all the matches for analysis for an activity acti.
Taking λ value around 0.5 means that the user is interested in those matches which are
competitive.

Let S = {S1, S2...Sk} be the successful sessions for an activity acti and FDGacti

be its final activity graph. FDGacti is generated by merging all the successful activity
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Fig. 2. Procedure for Extraction and Ranking of agent communities for an activity Acti
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graphs. Let w
Sj
pq be the weight of an edge Ap→Aq in the session Sj . Weight of any edge

Ap→Aq in FDGacti gives the strength of the interaction between the agents Ap and
Aq . It is given by

wpq =

k∑

j=1

wSj
pq

k∑

j=1,w
Sj
pq �=0

1

Consider a system consisting of 5 agents A1,A2,A3,A4,A5 and 2 successful sessions
S1 (Figure 2(A)), Sp (Figure 2(B)). Generated final activity graph FDGacti for an

activity acti using the activity graphs DGS1
acti

and DG
Sp

acti
is shown in the Figure 2(C).

Agent Community Extraction. Extracting communities helps in identifying similar or
complementary group of agents performing some activity at a particular success level.
Agent communities for an activity are extracted by breaking weak edges in the corre-
sponding final activity graph. Using fixed threshold for cutting an edge extracts only
strong communities disregarding weak communities. But Chameleon [4] clustering al-
gorithm can be used for extracting both strong and weak communities. Chameleon is a
dynamic hierarchical clustering algorithm that measures the similarity of two clusters
based on relative intra-closeness and inter-closeness between the clusters. The clusters
obtained by chameleon are our agent communities.

The communities obtained by applying chameleon on FDGacti is shown in the
Figure 2(D). Since we have only 5 agents in FDGacti , the value of k is set to 2 to
obtain 2 communities. The value of k can be varied to obtain very strong or weak
communities.

2.2 Ranking of Agent Communities

Generation of Agent Capabilities. The strength of the community depends on the
agent capabilities and their interactions with other agents. Any successful or failed in-
teraction Ap→Aq depends on both agents, Ap and Aq . Number of agents which Ap has
interacted with, is given by OutDegree(Ap). It denotes the total number of interactions
initiated by agent Ap and its success rate is given by

InitSuccess(Ap) =

∑

∀Ap→Aq

wpq

OutDegree(Ap)

Refer to the Figure 2(C), OutDegree(A1) in FDacti is 3
InitSuccess(A1) in FDacti is (0.3+0.25+0.7)/3 = 0.416

Interaction Ap→Aq denotes agent Ap’s trust on Aq . Trust is cumulative and the
number of agents who trust agent Aq is given by InDegree(Aq). Trust gained by any
agent Aq is given by

TrustGain(Aq) =
∑

∀Ap→Aq

wpq
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In robosoccer, suppose the active player Ap gains equal payoff by passing the ball to
either Aq or Ar. When Ap chooses player Aq it implies player Ap has more trust on Aq

compared to player Ar.
Refer to the Figure 2(C), InDegree(A5) in FDacti is 3

TrustGain(A5) in FDacti is (0.25+0.5+0.7) = 1.65
Importance of any agent in the system depends on the trust it got from others. Trust

contribution to an agent Aq by different agents need not be equal. Trust obtained by im-
portant or successful agents will count more compared to unsuccessful or failed agents.
This is similar to PageRank [6], where the rank of the page depends on its back-links.
The links which come from important pages conveys more importance to a page com-
pared to other pages.

The capability of an agent is calculated based on the capabilities of all the trusting
agents. The capability accumulated by the agent is equally shared among all the agents
with whom the agent can initiate an interaction. Let the parameter ’d’ be the damping
factor which can be set between 0 and 1. Then the capability of an agent Aq is given by

C(Aq) = (1 − d) + d ×
∑

∀Ap→Aq

C(Ap)
OutDegree(Ap)

(1)

Converged value of possible recursive equation (1) will give the capability of an
agent.

Refer to the Figure 2(C), let all the initial agent capabilities in FDacti be 1.0 and ’d’
is set to 0.85. The capabilities obtained from FDacti using equation (1) for the agents
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 are 0.63, 1.65, 0.85, 0.57, 1.27 respectively as shown in the Figure
2(E).

Utility for any pair of Agents. Two factors namely individual capabilities and success
rate of interactions determine the strength of any pair of agents who can interact be-
tween themselves. The relative importance between these two is a subjective issue. The
utility or strength of any two agents Ap and Aq is given by

Utility(Ap → Aq) = p × (C(Ap) + C(Aq))
2

+ (1 − p) × wpq

Where the first term of Utility function represents utility of agent capabilities and
second term represents utility of interactions among themselves. p is the controlling
parameter and it decides the relative importance among the agents capabilities and
their interactions. p is domain dependent and its value for a system is decided by the
user.

Utility of the Community. The strength of all pairs of agents who can interact denotes
the strength of the whole community. The utility of any community is given by

Utility(Comm) =

∑

∀Ap→Aq∈ Comm

Utility(Ap → Aq)

∑

∀Ap→Aq∈ Comm

1
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Ranking of the communities is done by sorting Utility(Comm) in descending or-
der. The procedure for extraction and ranking of agent communities for an activity Acti
is shown graphically in the Figure 2.

2.3 Extraction of Grand Communities

Agents in the grand community can do many activities in the system. This is similar to
all-rounders in a game. Grand communities are generated from grand activity graph us-
ing chameleon (discussed in section 2.1). Grand activity graph is generated by merging
all the final activity graphs. Since, some activities are important compared to others for
achieving the final goal, there is a need to differentiate these activities. Let αi be the
relative weight for an activity acti that is decided by the user depending on the relative
importance between the activities. A simpler method for assigning αi values is to sort
all the activities in the ascending order of preference and number these activities. αi

value for a particular activity can be its corresponding number.
Let GDG be the grand activity graph obtained by merging FDGacti ∀ i. Weight of

any edge in GDG is given by

wpq =

∑

∀i

αi × wacti
pq

NumActivities
.

2.4 Best Fit Community for Any New Agent

Any new agent desires to join the community that closely matches its own behavior
and capabilities. A community will be relatively small compared to the complete multi-
agent system. So an agent can study the general behavior of the other agents and the
interactions among them within the community. A new agent can’t predict the outcome
of interactions with the other agents. So we consider only the capability of the new
agent for finding its best fit community. Initial capability of a new agent is set to 0.5.
Over time, the capability of the new agent will change, reflecting its contribution to
various communities. We know the capabilities of all the agents within a community
(section 2.2). The best community for a new agent will be the community having least
variance with respect to the new agent capability. The best community Comm� for any
new agent Aq is given by

Comm� = argMinComm

[
∑

∀Aj∈Comm

(C(Aj) − C(Aq))2

NumAgents in Comm

]

Suppose a new agent having capability 0.5 wants to join a best fit community from
the communities obtained in the Figure 2(F).

argmin{[ (0.13)2+(0.07)2

2 ], [ (1.05)2+(0.35)2+(0.77)2

3 ]}
= argmin{0.01, 0.60}

So Comm-2 is the best fit for this new agent.
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2.5 Selection of Top ’k’ Agents in a System

Selection of top ’k’ agents is a subjective issue. For example in robosoccer environ-
ment, the captain or the coach generally prefer 3 or 4 specialized defenders, 3 or 4
specialized attackers and 4 or 5 all-rounders (who defend and attack reasonably). It
makes the team well balanced and competitive. The specialized defenders are selected
from the final activity graph of Activitydefending, specialized attackers are selected
from Activityattacking and all-rounders are selected from grand activity graph which
involves most of the activities in the system. The agents relative capabilities and activ-
ity graphs for each activity and for all activities which are considered can be calculated
(sections 2.1, 2.2). Using this, we can select the agents accordingly.

2.6 Identification of Drag-Agents in a Community

Agents who get high amount of trust from others and have many unsuccessful interac-
tions initiated by them are called drag-agents. Drag-agents reduce the performance of
the community due to many unsuccessful interactions with other agents in the commu-
nity. Agents individual benefits will be decreased if they trust any of the drag-agents.
Drag-agents are the root cause for the failure of the activity at many instants. By iden-
tifying the drag agents, community performance can be increased either by giving least
preference to drag agents or by replacing the drag agents with appropriate agents.

Any agent having considerable amount of trust from other agents should perform at
least better than an average agent in the community. The amount of trust got by any
agent depends on the percentage of agents in the community who are trusting the agent.
Therefore, Drag(Ap) is defined as

Drag(Ap) =

[
N∑

i=1

InitSuccess(Ai)

N

]
× (1 +

InDegree(Ap)
N

) − InitSuccess(Ap)

InitSuccess(Ap) is the successful interactions initiated by Ap (defined in section 2.2).
Drag(Ap) signifies the weakness of the agent Ap within the community. All the agents
whose Drag > τ , are the drag-agents in the community. By sorting Drag values for
all the agents in decreasing order, the threshold τ can be decided by the user.

Consider Comm-2 in the Figure 2(F),
InitSuccess(A5)= 0.6, InitSuccess(A2)= 0.5
InitSuccess(A3)= 0.65
Average InitSuccess = (0.6 + 0.5 + 0.65)/3 = 0.58
Drag(A5)= 0.58 * (1 + 2/3) - 0.6 = 0.366
Drag(A2)= 0.58 * (1 + 2/3) - 0.5 = 0.466
Drag(A3)= 0.58 * (1 + 1/3) - 0.65 = 0.123
When τ=0.4, then the agent A2 is the drag agent.

3 Experiments

We tested our approach to extract hidden agent communities for 2D robosoccer
environment.
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3.1 RoboSoccer Simulation Environment

Soccer match is played between two teams on a simulation environment which is con-
trolled by a centralized server. 11 agents from each team connect to the server and
perceive sensory information like aural, visual and body state in each cycle. The match
duration is 10 minutes. Each minute is divided into 600 cycles. Each agent has to de-
cide the actions within a cycle (100ms). If it is valid, the server simulates the requested
action. The possible actions can be kick, dash, move, turn neck, turn body, say and
hear. The environment is unreliable (sensory information contains noise), dynamic and
incomplete (limited vision for each agent). Like real world situations, here the agents
are heterogeneous and have limited stamina. Heterogeneous in the sense that the agents
with more kick power lose stamina at higher rate and the agents who can perceive the
environment accurately can only view up-to limited distance. Each team tries to win the
match, for which agents needs to take an action that maximizes their winning chance.
To achieve this in an effective manner, agents need to cooperate.

3.2 Dataset Generation

The dataset is generated by playing 50 matches with the team Kshitij against other
teams in robosoccer simulation league. There are several activities possible in this sys-
tem like ball possession, dribbling, passing, defending, attacking etc. The team Kshitij
is used to extract communities for the desired activities to analyze its strengths and the
weakness based on the history of games played. The activities that are considered is
shown in the Table 1. These activities are considered since our main concentration is on
the ball control and scoring the goals. Snapshot of the dataset is shown in the Table 2.

Table 1. Activities

Act Num Act Name Parameters
Act1 Ball Possession λ = 0.5,

timeSlot = 30cycles

Act2 Straight Pass λ = 0.70
Act3 Leading Pass λ = 0.62

Table 2. Snapshot of the dataset

TimeCycle ActNum Agents OutCome(S|F)
4 Act3 A9, A11 S

18 Act1 A4, A8, A11 F
| | | |

5994 Act2 A9, A7 S

3.3 Results

The team formation of Kshitij is as follows. Agent A1 acts as goalie, agents
{A2,A3, A4,A5} are defenders, agents {A6,A7,A8} are mid-fielders and the agents
{A9,A10,A11} are attackers (can be seen either in the Figure 3 or 4). The agents have
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average quality visual sensors and can view the environment for a considerable distance.
Attackers have more kick power and defenders have more stamina.

We applied our approach on the history (Table 2) considering the activities in the
Table 1. For ranking the communities, damping factor ’d’ is taken as 0.85. For calculat-
ing the utility of any pair of agents, equal importance is given to the agent capabilities
and their interactions with other agents i.e p=0.5. The communities obtained are shown
in the Figure 3. Node values represents agent capabilities. Analysis of these communi-
ties for each activity is given below.

Ball Possession. Activity BallPossession is successful if the control of the ball is in
our team for a given time period timeSlot. Control of the ball can be achieved either
by holding the ball for a long time or passing the ball correctly to the teammate or
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dribbling in the safe direction. The two communities that are obtained for this activity
is shown in the Figure 3(A). One contains all the defenders and the other contains all
the mid-fielders. So most of the time, the ball is within the defenders or the mid-fielders.
But more successful passes between the defenders and the mid-fielders is desired who
can pass the ball to the attackers for scoring the goal. There is no coordination among
the agents A9,A10,A11. This may be due to strong opponent defense or weak passing
among these agents.

Straight Pass. If an agent passes the ball directly to some teammate who is able to
receive the ball successfully, then the activity StraightPass is successful. Communi-
ties formed for this activity is shown in the Figure 3(B). The success rate of A1→A2 or
A1→A5 signifies that most of the time, the goalie is passing to the appropriate agent.
Agent A6 is the drag agent, overloaded by the agents A7, A8, A9, A10, A11. Since ev-
ery agent has limited stamina, the agent can’t perform all the tasks like kicking, moving
etc. continuously for a longer period. Several times, Agents A9, A10, A11 are prefer-
ring backward passes. This may be due to unavailability of the agents A10, A11 in the
appropriate position for receiving the ball.

Leading Pass. Leading pass is passing the ball in front of the agent so that the agent
receives the ball before the opponents. Activity LeadingPass is successful if the de-
sired agent receives the ball successfully. In the team Kshitij, leading pass is used only
by the attackers and average success is achieved in scoring the goal (Figure 3(C)). This
may be due to the inaccurate information possessed by the attackers.

To overcome the problems faced in the above activities, the following modifications
are made in the team. Leading pass can be used by the defenders and the mid-fielders
whenever possible to avoid excess passes among themselves. Restricting back passes
for the attackers to avoid overloading of agent A6. Dynamic positioning of the agents
A10 and A11 whenever possible, to receive the ball from the agent A9. Quality of visual
sensors changed from average to high for the attackers, as quality is very important for
the attackers (near to the goal) compared to the vastness. These modifications improved
the team performance, mainly the average number of goals scored against other teams
improved by 25-30%.

The new communities obtained by the modified team is shown in the Figure 4. Con-
siderable number of passes between the defenders and the mid-fielders can be seen in
the Figure 4(E). No agent in the team is overloaded. The success rate of passes between
A9 and A10, A9 and A11 improved significantly (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we gave a generic procedure for extracting hidden agent communities,
ranking them, identifying drag agents within a community, finding best fit community
for a new agent and selecting top ’k’ agents in the system for an activity. To validate our
procedure, we tested for robosoccer simulation environment and got useful results for
improving the agent and system performance. Possible future work can be on testing
our procedure in different domains, on scalability issues and developing approaches for
the cases where the agents can enter or leave the communities (evolving communities).
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